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The Bayesian Choice: From Decision-Theoretic Foundations to Computational Implementation (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2007

	The main purpose of statistical theory is to derive from observations of a
	random phenomenon an inference about the probability distribution underlying
	this phenomenon. That is, it provides either an analysis (description)
	of a past phenomenon, or some predictions about a future phenomenon of
	a similar nature. In this book, we insist...
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Sencha Touch Mobile JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2012


	Since its initial launch, Sencha Touch has quickly become the gold standard for

	developing rich mobile web applications with HTML5. Sencha Touch is the first

	HTML5 mobile JavaScript framework that allows you to develop mobile web

	applications that look and feel like native applications on both iPhone and Android

	touchscreen...
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Key Clinical Trials in Erectile DysfunctionSpringer, 2006

	Contained within this short volume are some of the Key Clinical Trials relating to the medical treatment of erectile dysfunction (ED). In an attempt to understand the potential significance, a critique of the studies’ strengths and weaknesses is included as well as a diagrammatic summary of the trial design and key results. Most of the...
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Getting an Information Security Job For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get prepared for your Information Security job search! Do you want to equip yourself with the knowledge necessary to succeed in the Information Security job market? If so, you've come to the right place. Packed with the latest and most effective strategies for landing a lucrative job in this popular and quickly-growing field, Getting an...
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Magento 1.8 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For developers with a little PHP know-how, this book will quickly have you exploiting both the basic and advanced features of Magento. Packed with practical recipes, it helps you build a truly impressive customized online store.


	Overview

	
		Customize the look and feel of your Magento shop
	
		Work...
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Mobile Satellite Communication NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Until very recently, geostationary satellites have been used as a sole basis for the provision of mobile satellite services. However, the launch of satellite personal communication services (S-PCS), which make use of non-geostationary satellites, has provided a new dimension to the mobile satellite communications industry. The introduction of S-PCS...
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Leap! A Revolution in Creative Business StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
“absorbing and quite compelling…a book that is full of good things…”     (Admap, June 2003)     

Traditionally, company leaders develop a business strategy based on bottom lines and profit margins, then hire an ad agency to back up that strategy with creative advertising. But history shows that some of the most...
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Pro Excel Financial Modeling: Building Models for Technology StartupsApress, 2009
Learn the business thinking behind financial modeling and execute what you know effectively using Microsoft Excel. Many believe that sales and profitability projections shown in financial models are the keys to success in attracting investors. The truth is that investors will come up with their own projections. The investor wants to understand the...
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The Truth About HTML5 (For Web Designers)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	This is the book for web designers, web developers, and front-end coders who want to get up to speed with HTML5 in 2012. This is the book that isn’t afraid to point out what everyone gets wrong about HTML5’s new markup, so you don’t make the same mistakes. This is the book that will show you what rocks in HTML5 today and...
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Building Web Sites All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Plan, build, and maintain a Web site that does exactly what you need!
Want to launch a Web site but don't know where to begin? This book is your answer! There's a minibook covering each step of the process, from deciding what your site should do to working with HTML, using Dreamweaver, incorporating Flash creations, and keeping your site on the...
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Building Mobile Apps at Scale: 39 Engineering ChallengesPrimedia E-launch LLC, 2021

	While there is a lot of appreciation for backend and distributed systems challenges, there tends to be less empathy for why mobile development is hard when done at scale.

	

	This book collects challenges engineers face when building iOS and Android apps at scale, and common ways to tackle these. By scale, we mean having...
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Don't Make Me Think: A Common Sense Approach to Web Usability, 2nd Edition (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2005
Even if every Web site could afford a usability expert (which they can't), there just aren't enough of us to go around. So I tried to boil down what I've learned over the years (principles like "Don't make me think" and "Get rid of half the words on each page, then get rid of half of what's left") into a short, profusely...
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